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In the 21st century, environmental harm is an ever-present reality of our globalised world. Over the last 20 years, criminologists, working
alongside a range of other disciplines from the social and physical sciences, have made great strides in their understanding of how different
institutions in society, and criminal justice systems in particular – respond – or fail to respond – to the harm imposed on ecosystems and their
human and non-human components. Such research has crystallised into the rapidly evolving field of green criminology. This pioneering
volume, with contributions from leading experts along with younger scholars, represents the state of the art in criminologists’ pursuit of
understanding in the environmental sphere while at the same time challenging academics, lawmakers and policy developers to explore new
directions in the study of environmental harm.
Offering the first empirically driven assessment of the development, marketisation, regulation and use of online gambling organisations and
their products, this book explores the relationship between online gambling and crime. It draws upon quantitative and qualitative data,
including textual and visual analyses of e-gambling advertising and the records of player-protection and standards organisations, together
with a virtual ethnography of online gambling subcultures, to examine the ways in which gambling and crime have been approached in
practice by gamers, regulatory agencies and online gambling organisations. Building upon contemporary criminological theory, it develops an
understanding of online gambling as an arena in which risks and rewards are carefully constructed and through which players navigate,
employing their own agency to engage with the very real possibility of victimisation. With attention to the manner in which online gambling can
be a source of criminal activity, not only on the part of players, but also criminal entrepreneurs and legitimate gambling businesses, Online
Gambling and Crime discusses developments in criminal law and regulatory frameworks, evaluating past and present policy on online
gambling. A rich examination of the prevalence, incidence and experience of a range of criminal activities linked to gambling on the Internet,
this book will appeal to scholars and policy makers in the fields of sociology and criminology, law, the study of culture and subculture, risk,
health studies and social policy.
Featuring contributions by distinguished scholars from ten countries, The Wiley Handbook of the History and Philosophy of Criminology
provides students, scholars, and criminologists with a truly a global perspective on the theory and practice of criminology throughout the
centuries and around the world. In addition to chapters devoted to the key ideas, thinkers, and moments in the intellectual and philosophical
history of criminology, it features in-depth coverage of the organizational structure of criminology as an academic discipline world-wide. The
first section focuses on key ideas that have shaped the field in the past, are shaping it in the present, and are likely to influence its evolution
in the foreseeable future. Beginning with early precursors to criminology’s emergence as a unique discipline, the authors trace the evolution
of the field, from the pioneering work of 17th century Italian jurist/philosopher, Cesare Beccaria, up through the latest sociological and
biosocial trends. In the second section authors address the structure of criminology as an academic discipline in countries around the globe,
including in North America, South America, Europe, East Asia, and Australia. With contributions by leading thinkers whose work has been
instrumental in the development of criminology and emerging voices on the cutting edge The Wiley Handbook of the History and Philosophy
of Criminology provides valuable insights in the latest research trends in the field world-wide - the ideal reference for criminologists as well as
those studying in the field and related social science and humanities disciplines.
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This book covers research design and methodology from a unique and engaging point of view, based on accounts from influential
researchers across the field of Criminology and Criminal Justice. Most books and articles about research in criminology and criminal justice
focus on how the research was carried out: the data that were used, the methods that were applied, the results that were achieved. While
these are all important, they do not present a complete picture. Envisioning Criminology: Researchers on Research as a Process of
Discovery aims to fill that gap by providing nuance--the “back story” of why researchers selected particular problems, how they approached
those problems, and how their background, training, and experience affected the approaches they took. As the contributions in this book
demonstrate, research is not a cut-and-dried process, as all too many methods books imply, but a living, breathing–and in some ways
quirky–process that is influenced by non-“scientific” factors. The path taken by a researcher is important, and an appreciation of his or her
background, experience, knowledge–and the setbacks and triumphs of performing the research–provides a much more complete picture of
how research is done. The twenty-eight chapters in this book describe the back stories of their authors, which serve to enlighten readers
about the interplay between the personal and the methodological. While primarily aimed as a textbook, this work will also be of interest to
researchers in Criminology and Criminal Justice, and related Social and Behavioral Science fields as an account of how seminal researchers
in the field developed their key contributions.
This innovative volume exposes dementia as a condition that the aging prison population is increasingly facing. Going beyond exploring the
need to understand dementia within prison populations, it argues that healthcare workers and prison staff must ensure that prisoners
developing dementia during their sentence are identified and supported. Dementia in Prison covers three key areas: • Healthcare services in
prison settings and how these affect the rapidly aging prison population, • The human rights of prisoners with dementia, alongside the ethics
of healthcare in this environment, • The current state of support for prisoners with dementia and any recommendations for future assessment,
diagnosis, and policies. This provocative book will be invaluable to scholars in the fields of public health, criminology and medical sociology
as well as nurses and prison staff.
Securing Development: Public Finance and the Security Sector highlights the role of public finance in the delivery of security and criminal
justice services. This book offers a framework for analyzing public financial management, financial transparency, and oversight, as well as
expenditure policy issues that determine how to most appropriately manage security and justice services. The interplay among security,
justice, and public finance is still a relatively unexplored area of development. Such a perspective can help security actors provide more
professional, effective, and efficient security and justice services for citizens, while also strengthening systems for accountability. The book is
the result of a project undertaken jointly by staff from the World Bank and the United Nations, integrating the disciplines where each institution
holds a comparative advantage and a core mandate. The primary audience includes government officials bearing both security and financial
responsibilities, staff of international organizations working on public expenditure management and security sector issues, academics, and
development practitioners working in an advisory capacity.
This innovative collection offers one of the first analyses of criminologies of the military from an interdisciplinary perspective. While some
criminologists have examined the military in relation to the area of war crimes, this collection considers a range of other important but less
explored aspects such as private military actors, insurgents, paramilitary groups and the role of military forces in tackling transnational crime.
Drawing upon insights from criminology, this book's editors also consider the ways the military institution harbours criminal activity within its
ranks and deals with prisoners of war. The contributions, by leading experts in the field, have a broad reach and take a truly global approach
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to the subject.
The Handbook on Risk and Need Assessment: Theory and Practice covers risk assessments for individuals being considered for parole or
probation. Evidence-based approaches to such decisions help take the emotion and politics out of community corrections. As the United
States begins to back away from ineffective, expensive policies of mass incarceration, this handbook will provide the resources needed to
help ensure both public safety and the effective rehabilitation of offenders. The ASC Division on Corrections & Sentencing Handbook Series
will publish volumes on topics ranging from violence risk assessment to specialty courts for drug users, veterans, or the mentally ill. Each
thematic volume focuses on a single topical issue that intersects with corrections and sentencing research.

This book explores the ways in which criminological methods can be imaginatively deployed and developed in a world increasingly
characterized by the blurred nature of social reality. Whilst recognizing the importance of positivist approaches and research
techniques, it advocates a commitment to understanding the ways in which those techniques can be used imaginatively, at times
in combination with less conventional methods, discussing the questions concerning risk, ethics and access that arise as a result.
Giving voice to cutting edge research practices both in terms of concepts and methods that shift the criminological focus towards
the kind of imaginative work that comprised the foundations of the discipline, it calls into question the utility and credentials of
mainstream work that fails to serve the discipline itself or the policy questions allied to it. A call not to 'give up on numbers' but also
not to be defined by statistics and the methods that produce them, Liquid Criminology sheds light on a way of doing research for
criminology that is not only creative but also critical. As such, it will appeal to scholars of sociology, criminology and social policy
with interests in research methods and design.
This book discusses the causes of women's marginalization in Africa, addressing issues such as time poverty, lack of education,
poor governance, human trafficking, and cultural practices such as early marriages and bride price. It provides recommendations
on policies and initiatives that would elevate women’s livelihood and societal standing in African countries.
Deterrence, Choice, and Crime explores the various dimensions of modern deterrence theory, relevant research, and practical
applications. Beginning with the classical roots of deterrence theory in Cesare Beccaria’s profoundly important contributions to
modern criminological thought, the book draws out the many threads in contemporary criminology that are explicitly mentioned or
at least hinted by Beccaria. These include sanction risk perceptions and their behavioral consequences, the deterrent efficacy of
the certainty versus the severity of punishment, the role of celerity of punishment in the deterrence process, informal versus formal
deterrence, and individual differences in deterrence. The richness of the volume is seen in the inclusion of chapters that focus on
the theoretical development of deterrence across disciplines such as criminology and economics. In an innovative section, the role
of agents of deterrence is considered. Lessons are learned from the practical applications of deterrence undertaken in the areas of
policing, corrections, and the community. The closing section includes Michael Tonry’s "An Honest Politician’s Guide to
Deterrence: Certainty, Severity, Celerity, and Parsimony," a reminder of Beccaria’s dictum that "it is better to prevent crimes than
punish them." In the current environment, deterrence arguments are routinely used to justify policies that do just the opposite. Ray
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Paternoster, who contributed two chapters, passed away as this volume was being finalized. Fittingly, this book is dedicated to him
and ends with Alex Piquero’s poignant remembrance of Ray, a path-breaking deterrence scholar, beloved mentor, and ardent
supporter of social justice. Suitable for researchers and graduate students as well as for advanced courses in criminology, this
book breaks new ground in theorizing the effects of punishment and other sanctions on crime control.
The substantially revised second edition of the Handbook of Security provides the most comprehensive analysis of scholarly
security debates and issues to date. Including contributions from some of the world's leading scholars it critiques the way security
is provided and managed.
Featuring contributions from scholars from across the globe, Routledge Handbook of Public Criminologies is a comprehensive
resource that addresses the challenges related to public conversations around crime and policy. In an era of fake news, misguided
rhetoric about immigrants and refugees, and efforts to toughen criminal laws, criminologists seeking to engage publicly around
crime and policy arguably face an uphill battle. This handbook outlines the foundations of and developments in public criminology,
underscoring the need to not only understand earlier ideas and debates, but also how scholars pursue public-facing work through
various approaches. The first of its kind, this collection captures diverse and critical perspectives on the practices and challenges
of actually doing public criminology. The book presents real-world examples that help readers better understand the nature of
public criminological work, as well as the structural and institutional barriers and enablers of engaging wider audiences.
Contributors address policies around crime and crime control, media landscapes, and changing political dynamics. In examining
attempts to bridge the gaps between scholarship, activism, and outreach, the essays featured here capture important tensions
related to inequality and social difference, including the ways in which criminology can be complicit in perpetuating inequitable
practices and structures, and how public criminology aims—but sometimes fails—to address them. The depth and breadth of
material in the book will appeal to a wide range of academics, students, and practitioners. It is an important resource for early
career researchers, more established scholars, and professionals, with accessible content that can also be used in upper-level
undergraduate classes.
Criminology and Democratic Politics brings together a range of international leading experts to consider the relationship between
criminology and democratic politics. How does criminology relate to democratic politics? What has been the impact of criminology
on crime and justice? How can we make sense of the uses, non-uses, and abuses of criminology? Such questions are far from
new, but in recent times they have moved to the centre of debate in criminology in different parts of the world. The chapters in
Criminology and Democratic Politics aim to contribute to this global debate. Chapters cover a range of themes such as
punishment, knowledge, and penal politics; crime, fear, and the media; democratic politics and the uses of criminological
knowledge; and the public role of criminology. An accessible and compelling read, this book will appeal to students and scholars of
criminology, sociology, and politics and all those interested in how criminology relates to democratic politics in modern times.
This insightful volume integrates criminological theories, prevention science, and empirical findings to create an up-to-date survey
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of crime prevention research and strategies. Its interdisciplinary perspective expands on our knowledge of risk factors to isolate
the malleable mechanisms that produce criminal outcomes, and can therefore be targeted for intervention. In addition, the text
identifies developmental, lifespan, and social areas for effective intervention. Reviews of family-, community-, and criminal justicebased crime prevention approaches not only detail a wide gamut of successful techniques, but also provide evidence for why they
succeed. And as an extra research dimension, the book’s chapters on methodological issues and challenges uncover rich
possibilities for the next generation of crime prevention studies. Included in the coverage: Integrating criminology and prevention
research Social disorganization theory: its history and relevance to crime prevention Research designs in crime and violence
prevention Macro- and micro-approaches to crime prevention and intervention programs Implications of life course: approaches for
prevention science Promising avenues for prevention, including confronting sexual victimization on college campuses Spotlighting
current progress and continuing evolution of the field, Preventing Crime and Violence will enhance the work of researchers,
practitioners, academicians, and policymakers in public health, prevention science, criminology, and criminal justice, as well as
students interested in criminology and criminal justice.
Sinds 1 februari 2007 nemen in België strafuitvoeringsrechtbanken beslissingen over de strafuitvoeringsmodaliteiten van
gedetineerden veroordeeld tot meer dan drie jaar gevangenisstraf. De multidisciplinaire samenstelling van deze rechtscolleges,
het samenspel tussen de verschillende procesdeelnemers en de moeilijke zoektocht naar een evenwicht tussen het streven naar
de sociale re-integratie van de veroordeelde en het inschatten van het risico op recidive vormen een interessante “nieuwe” penale
praktijk die tot nu toe nog weinig beschreven en onderzocht werd. In dit boek staan de resultaten van een etnografisch onderzoek
naar de beslissingsprocessen, -praktijken en interacties van deze rechtscolleges centraal en wordt getracht een antwoord te
formuleren op de vraag “hoe geven de leden van de strafuitvoeringsrechtbanken vorm aan hun beslissingen?” We proberen
inzicht te krijgen in hoe de strafuitvoeringsrechtbanken werken, welke betekenis ze daaraan geven, hoe ze de in de Wet op de
Externe Rechtspositie geformuleerde tegenindicaties operationaliseren in de dagelijkse beslissingspraktijk en hoe het samenspel
tussen de verschillende betrokken procesdeelnemers verloopt.
This topical book compares the implications of restructuring in the UK and The Netherlands, also in the USA, regarding police
systems, policing paradigms and research knowledge. The authors argue for developing confident leadership and also provide a
comprehensive paradigm to chart policing in the future while retaining trust.
In this book Bryn Caless and Jane Owens reveal the innermost workings of the Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs)’
relationships with the police, media, partners and public It makes essential reading for Police Crime Commissioners, police
practitioner and academics, students and researchers in criminology and policing.
The huge prison buildup of the past four decades has few defenders, yet reforms to reduce the numbers of those incarcerated
have been remarkably modest. Meanwhile, an ever-widening carceral state has sprouted in the shadows, extending its reach far
beyond the prison gate. It sunders families and communities and reworks conceptions of democracy, rights, and
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citizenship—posing a formidable political and social challenge. In Caught, Marie Gottschalk examines why the carceral state
remains so tenacious in the United States. She analyzes the shortcomings of the two dominant penal reform strategies—one
focused on addressing racial disparities, the other on seeking bipartisan, race-neutral solutions centered on reentry, justice
reinvestment, and reducing recidivism. With a new preface evaluating the effectiveness of recent proposals to reform mass
incarceration, Caught offers a bracing appraisal of the politics of penal reform.
This book provides a comprehensive, global exploration of the scale, scope, threats, and drivers of wildlife trafficking from a
criminological perspective. Building on the first edition, it takes into account the significant changes in the international context
surrounding these issues since 2013. It provides new examples, updated statistics, and discusses the potential changes arising as
a result of COVID-19 and the IPBES 2019 report. It also discusses the shift in trafficking ‘hotspots’ and the recent projects that
have challenged responses to wildlife trafficking. It undertakes a distinctive exploration of who the victims and offenders of wildlife
trafficking are as well as analysing the stakeholders who are involved in collaborative efforts to end this devastating green crime. It
unpacks the security implications of wildlife trade and trafficking and possible responses and ways to combat it. It provides useful
and timely information for social and environmental/life scientists, law enforcement, NGOs, and policy makers.
Alternative Criminologies celebrates a kaleidoscopic process of permanent critique and a diversity of social and scientific
knowledges. It examines complex and global crime issues in light of the many alternative scientific, artistic, empathetic,
campaigning and otherwise imaginative criminologies that attempt to understand and/or fundamentally change why crime and
justice take the forms they do. From cutting edge topics such as crimes against humanity, the criminology of mobility, terrorism,
cybercrime, corporate crime and green criminology; to gendered perspectives on violence against women, sexualities and feminist
and queer criminologies; to key issues in penology such as mass incarceration, the death penalty, desistance from crime, risk and
the political economy of punishment; Alternative Criminologies demonstrates the breadth, the variety and the vibrancy of
contemporary perspectives on crime, criminalization and punishment. Bringing together 34 leading experts from around the world,
this international collection unites fresh and insightful theoretical positions with innovative empirical research and marks an
important juncture for criminologies and their imagined futures. Alternative Criminologies is essential reading for students of crime
and criminal justice.
With its uniquely student-focused approach and authoritative coverage of all key topics, The Oxford Textbook on Criminology is
the essential companion to exploring crime and criminal justice. It acts as an energising springboard, equipping readers with the
skills to form their own views and the confidence to see themselves as valued criminologists.
Modeling and Simulation of Computer Networks and Systems: Methodologies and Applications introduces you to a broad array of
modeling and simulation issues related to computer networks and systems. It focuses on the theories, tools, applications and uses
of modeling and simulation in order to effectively optimize networks. It describes methodologies for modeling and simulation of
new generations of wireless and mobiles networks and cloud and grid computing systems. Drawing upon years of practical
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experience and using numerous examples and illustrative applications recognized experts in both academia and industry, discuss:
Important and emerging topics in computer networks and systems including but not limited to; modeling, simulation, analysis and
security of wireless and mobiles networks especially as they relate to next generation wireless networks Methodologies, strategies
and tools, and strategies needed to build computer networks and systems modeling and simulation from the bottom up Different
network performance metrics including, mobility, congestion, quality of service, security and more... Modeling and Simulation of
Computer Networks and Systems is a must have resource for network architects, engineers and researchers who want to gain
insight into optimizing network performance through the use of modeling and simulation. Discusses important and emerging topics
in computer networks and Systems including but not limited to; modeling, simulation, analysis and security of wireless and mobiles
networks especially as they relate to next generation wireless networks Provides the necessary methodologies, strategies and
tools needed to build computer networks and systems modeling and simulation from the bottom up Includes comprehensive
review and evaluation of simulation tools and methodologies and different network performance metrics including mobility,
congestion, quality of service, security and more
At a time when Europe is witnessing major cultural, social, economic and political challenges and transformations, this book brings
together leading researchers and experts to consider a range of pressing questions relating to the historical origins, contemporary
manifestations and future prospects for juvenile justice. Questions considered include: How has the history of juvenile justice
evolved across Europe and how might the past help us to understand the present and signal the future? What do we know about
contemporary juvenile crime trends in Europe and how are nation states responding? Is punitivity and intolerance eclipsing child
welfare and pedagogical imperatives, or is ‘child-friendly justice’ holding firm? How might we best understand both the
convergent and the divergent patterning of juvenile justice in a changing and reformulating Europe? How is juvenile justice
experienced by identifiable constituencies of children and young people both in communities and in institutions? What impacts are
sweeping austerity measures, together with increasing mobilities and migrations, imposing? How can comparative juvenile justice
be conceptualised and interpreted? What might the future hold for juvenile justice in Europe at a time of profound uncertainty and
flux? This book is essential reading for students, tutors and researchers in the fields of criminology, history, law, social policy and
sociology, particularly those engaged with childhood and youth studies, human rights, comparative juvenile/youth justice, youth
crime and delinquency and criminal justice policy in Europe.
How substantive competition rules are enforced plays a crucial role in achieving their goals. This thoughtful book examines
procedural issues that have arisen from the increased enforcement of competition law worldwide.
This book is a comprehensive and critical introduction to the field of gender and crime, re-thinking the key themes and debates
within a human rights framework. Integrating empirical, theoretical and policy-related material, this Second Edition has been
significantly updated, and now includes; Full consideration of the 2010-2015 Coalition Government and its effect on gender and
crime within England and Wales A new chapter relating criminological theory to gender and crime A new chapter discussing the
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history of gender and crime A new chapter analysing contemporary issues in gender and crime in a globalised world Fully updated
learning features including; Chapter Overviews, Key Words, Study Questions, Chapter Summaries, Key Further Readings and a
Glossary. Gender and Crime: A Human Rights Approach is essential reading for students studying criminology, sociology, social
policy and gender studies.
Explores the ways in which governments, transnational corporations, military apparatuses and ordinary people routinely harm
environments, other animals and humanity.
Originally published in 1974 and the recipient of the Denis Carroll Book Prize at the World Congress of the International
Criminology Society in 1978, Thomas Mathiesen’s The Politics of Abolition is a landmark text in critical criminology. In its
examination of Scandinavian penal policy and call for the abolition of prisons, this book was enormously influential across Europe
and beyond among criminologists, sociologists and legal scholars, as well as advocates of prisoners’ rights. Forty years on and in
the context of mass incarceration in many parts of the world, this book remains relevant to a new generation of penal scholars.
This new edition includes a new introduction from the author, as well as an afterword that collects contributions from leading
criminologists and inmates from Germany, England, Norway and the United States to reflect on the development and current state
of the academic literature on penal abolition. This book will be suitable for academics and students of criminology and sociology,
as well as those studying political science. It will also be of great interest to those who read the original book and are looking for
new insights into an issue that is still as important and topical today as it was forty years ago.
The Routledge Handbook on Victims’ Issues in Criminal Justice is a comprehensive and authoritative handbook on current issues,
with a distinctive emphasis on the delivery of suitable and effective services. The editor provides an introduction and conclusion to
the handbook, synthesizing original contributions from current leaders in the field, surveying victims’ rights in the United States,
victim participation in the criminal justice system, victims’ welfare and needs, and most notably the services that have been
developed in response. A section on special populations in the United States brings focus to current and emerging issues faced
within the country, while a section covering international and transnational victimization explores globalization and the implications
of other legal traditions and systems. This handbook addresses the crucial and complex topic of victims’ issues, examining both
societal and governmental reactions to victims’ concerns and acquainting readers with the issues that discord may cause, and
how they affect the provision of services. This book will serve as an essential reference for academics and practitioners working
with crime victims, as well as for students taking courses in victimology, criminology, sociology, and related subjects.
Over the past ten years, the field of evidence-based policing (EBP) has grown substantially, evolving from a novel idea at the
fringes of policing to an increasingly core component of contemporary policing research and practice. Examining what makes
something evidence-based and not merely evidence-informed, this book unifies the voices of police practitioners, academics, and
pracademics. It provides real world examples of evidence-based police practices and how police research can be created and
applied in the field. Includes contributions from leading international EBP researchers and practitioners such as Larry Sherman,
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University of Cambridge, Lorraine Mazerrolle, University of Queensland, Anthony Braga, Northeastern and Craig Bennell, Carelton
University.
Through theoretical and empirical examination of legal frameworks for court diversion, this book interrogates law’s complicity in
the debilitation of disabled people. In a post-deinstitutionalisation era, diverting disabled people from criminal justice systems and
into mental health and disability services is considered therapeutic, humane and socially just. Yet, by drawing on Foucauldian
theory of biopolitics, critical legal and political theory and critical disability theory, Steele argues that court diversion continues
disability oppression. It can facilitate criminalisation, control and punishment of disabled people who are not sentenced and might
not even be convicted of any criminal offences. On a broader level, court diversion contributes to the longstanding phenomenon of
disability-specific coercive intervention, legitimates prison incarceration and shores up the boundaries of foundational legal
concepts at the core of jurisdiction, legal personhood and sovereignty. Steele shows that the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities cannot respond to the complexities of court diversion, suggesting the CRPD is of limited use in
contesting carceral control and legal and settler colonial violence. The book not only offers new ways to understand relationships
between disability, criminal justice and law; it also proposes theoretical and practical strategies that contribute to the development
of a wider re-imagining of a more progressive and just socio-legal order. The book will be of interest to scholars and students of
disability law, criminal law, medical law, socio-legal studies, disability studies, social work and criminology. It will also be of interest
to disability, prisoner and social justice activists.
Child sexual abuse by clergy within the Roman Catholic Church has emerged as a social and political discourse over the last three
decades. The analysis here specifically focuses on the establishment, conduct, and outcomes of the extensive public inquiries of
Australia, although inquiries in other jurisdictions are also discussed. Unlike criminal or civil processes, although they may be
inquisitory in nature, public inquiries emerge from a specifically political context and are a tool of governance embedded in a larger
context of governmentality. Understanding the broader political and cultural contexts of public inquiries is important, then, in
understanding their value and effectiveness as justice processes – especially for victims of CSA by clergy. What is interesting
about public inquiry is that it situates victims of CSA by clergy outside of criminal and civil justice processes and recognises a
different politicised relationship between victims as citizens, the state, and Catholic institutions where abuse has occurred. At the
cutting edge of disciplinary and methodological understandings of the interconnections between the church, state and families, his
book explores the dynamics of the emergence and politicisation of victims of CSA by clergy, their expressions of resistance and
the legitimisation of their voice in public and political spheres.

Geoffrey Pearson, who died in 2013, was one of the outstanding social scientists of the post second world war era. His
work spanned social work, social theory, social history, criminology and sociology. In particular, his work has had a huge
impact upon studies of youth, youth culture and drugs. This collection is made up of contributions from scholars
producing empirical work on some of the key areas upon which Geoff Pearson established his reputation. All of the
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writers in this collection have been profoundly influenced by his scholarship. This collection focuses on urban
ethnography, race and ethnicity, youth, and drugs. It includes chapters on: women working in male boxing gyms;
understanding the English Defence League; Black male adults as an ignored societal group; drug markets and
ethnography; and sex, drugs and kids in care. The result is a cutting edge collection that takes readers into social worlds
that are difficult to access, complex, yet utterly normal. Overall this is an exciting and fittingly challenging tribute to one of
the UKs most important scholars. This volume will appeal to scholars and students of criminology, sociology, social
history and research methodology – in particular ethnography.
"The best organized and most comprehensive theory textbook to use for both graduate and undergraduate students. It
provides historical context to the theories, and the authors make it easier for students to relate theory to reality." —Mirlinda
Ndrecka, Ph.D., University of New Haven Updated Edition of a Best-Seller! Offering a rich introduction to how scholars
analyze crime, Criminological Theory: Context and Consequences moves readers beyond a commonsense knowledge of
crime to a deeper understanding of the importance of theory in shaping crime control policies. The Seventh Edition of the
authors’ clear, accessible, and thoroughly revised text covers traditional and contemporary theory within a larger
sociological and historical context. It includes new sources that assess the empirical status of the major theories, as well
as updated coverage of crime control policies and their connection to criminological theory. Save 20% when you bundle!
Your students save when you bundle the new edition of Criminological Theory with Crime and Everyday Life: A Brief
Introduction, 6e. Order using bundle ISBN 978-1-5443-5345-6. Instructors! Sign in to the password-protected Instructor
Teaching Site at study.sagepub.com/lilly7e for complete and protected access to all text-specific resources.
This book reviews the key controversies surrounding the police power to stop and search members of the public. It
explores the history and development of these powers, assesses their effectiveness in tackling crime and their impact on
public trust and confidence as well as on-going attempts at regulation and reform.
The ebook edition of this title is Open Access, thanks to Knowledge Unlatched funding, and freely available to read
online.Drawing on historical and contemporary case studies, this book delves into visual and text-based materials to
unpack gender-based violence(s) perpetrated and experienced by both sexes within and beyond the conflict zone.
This book provides an important overview of key criminology and criminal justice concerns in Japan. It highlights
similarities between the practice of criminology research in Japan, as well as important differences, with other areas of
Asia and with the West. In previous decades, Japan attracted international attention as the only industrialized country
where the crime rate declined along with a rise in urbanization and economic development. Currently, Japan still enjoys a
declining crime rate (the lowest among major industrialized countries) and a study of criminal justice practices in Japan
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may provide important insights for other regions. Japan also experiences important contemporary challenges which are
shared by other regions: 1. Japan has the highest proportion of people over the age of 60 in the world. For criminology,
this means key challenges in the victimization of older people, as well as the challenges of an aging prison population. 2.
Besides the United States, Japan is the only developed country that still practices capital punishment, and its rate has
been on the rise in the past 20 years. 3. Japan has also introduced new reforms in its law practice, including the
introduction of new trial formats. The research in this book provides a helpful overview for scholars interested in
criminology and criminal justice in Japan to understand the key issues of concern, and present a framework for future
research needs. It will be of interest to researchers in criminology and criminal justice, international studies, Asian
Studies, sociology, and political science.
The Global Burden of Armed Violence 2015 examines international debates on including peace and security in the
post-2015 development framework.
The Routledge International Handbook of Green Criminology was the first comprehensive and international anthology
dedicated to green criminology. It presented green criminology to an international audience, described the state of the
field, offered a description of a range of environmental issues of regional and global importance, and argued for
continued criminological attention to environmental crimes and harms, setting an agenda for further study. In the six
years since its publication, the field has continued to grow and thrive. This revised and expanded second edition of the
Handbook reflects new methodological orientations, new locations of study such as Asia, Canada and South America,
and new responses to environmental harms. While a number of the original chapters have been revised, the second
edition offers a range of fresh chapters covering new and emerging areas of study, such as: conservation criminology,
eco-feminism, environmental victimology, fracking, migration and eco-rights, and e-waste. This handbook continues to
define and capture the field of green criminology and is essential reading for students and researchers engaged in green
crime and environmental harm.
This book outlines key developments in understanding social harm by setting out its historical foundations and the
discussions which have proliferated since. It examines various attempts to conceptualise social harm and highlights key
sites of contestation in its relationship to criminology to argue that these act as the basis for an activist zemiology, one
directed towards social change for social justice. The past two decades have seen a proliferation of debate related to
social harm in and around criminology. From climate catastrophe and a focus on environmental harms, unprecedented
deaths generating focus on border harms and the coronavirus pandemic revealing the horror of mass and arguably
avoidable deaths across the globe, critical studies in social harm appear ever more pressing. Drawing on a range of
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international case studies of cultural, emotional, physical and economic harms, From Social Harm to Zemiology locates
the study of social harm in an accessible fashion. In doing so it sets out how a zemiological lens can moves us beyond
many of the problematic legacies of criminology. This book rejects criminologies which have disproportionately served to
regulate intersectional groups, and which have arguably inflicted as much or more harm by bolstering the very ideologies
of control in offering minor reforms that inadvertently expand and strengthen states and corporations. It does this by
sketching out the contours, objects, methods and ontologies of a disciplinary framework which rejects commonplace
assumptions of ‘value freedom’. From Social Harm to Zemiology advocates social change in accordance with groups
who are most disenfranchised, and thus often most socially harmed. An accessible and compelling read, this book is
essential reading for all zemiologists, critical criminologists, and those engaged with criminological and social theory.
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